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This document is a draft document from a process 

that has now been shelved for the time being. It 

represents ACTT’s contributions to the initial 

proposal document drafted by the NCC, itself 

which came out of a previous communal 

consultation. ACTT believes that the process and 

formulation of the document was valid as was the 

initiative to create a Sector Position and is placing 

this Draft document out for Sector consideration.
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"The world has a shared history and 
a rich, diverse cultural heritage. This 
heritage is cherished globally as an 

asset that belongs to us all, yet gives our 
societies their identity and binds them 
together, nurturing a rich cultural and 
creative present and future. That is why 
stakeholders of the creative and cultural 
world must do everything in their power 
to preserve this heritage and the diversity 
of actual cultural content, amid a political 
and economic climate that is subject to 

 

 

1.1 Background 
 

The Global Creative Economy 

The Creative Industries are the second largest industries on planet Earth with earnings of $2.2 

Trillion annually recorded since 2001 with a then growth rate of 5% (Howkins 2001). Both developed 

and developing countries- from Australia to Dubai to Nigeria- and cities like Miami and Dublin- have been 

employing it to transform their landscapes and media-scapes to leverage the transformation of their 

economies into Service and Information Technology-based economies. The Creative Industry has replaced 

the traditional economic powerhouses such as the extractive and manufacturing sectors as the go-to 

growth engine of the world’s economy.  

 

The UK just released their Creative Industry data for 2015 and recorded that they were now earning 

£230.4 million (TT $2.3 billion) a day from that industry. A large percentage of that income comes 

from the Music, TV, and Film Industries- in the UK the figure for 2015 was £16.247 billion (TT 

$162.47 billion). One of the major platforms for this material is terrestrial Broadcast channels for 

Radio and TV. These platforms provide the foundational launch pads and content for material in 

other digital mediums like phone apps, publishing, etc  

 

The current Creative Industries economy and renaissance with all its working parts was built on 4 

waves of enablers- policies, legislations, fiscal enablers, institutions- implemented by developed 

countries from the period of the World Wars to the present.  Local Content legislation was 

indispensable to that architecture. Competition from America has forced many developed and 

developing countries to implement Local Content legislation to grow their Broadcast Industries and 

as a foundation stone of their Creative Economy. The music industry internationally- from France 

to Canada to Australia- is replete with success stories of industries that have emerged through Local 

Content and Creative Sector enablers. 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) has been revered for its dynamic, multi-ethnic culture - a melting 

pot of Africans, Indian, Syrians, Chinese and European cultures born 

out of colonization, slavery, indentureship and 

emancipation . Over the years, T&T has generated varied 

unique styles and genres of musical works, such as, 

calypso, soca, chutney, pan, classical, gospel, parang, 

rock, rapso, alternative, reggae and jazz. It has also bred 

hundreds of local, regional and international musical 

artistes, bands, orchestras, writers, producers and 

arrangers, such as,. Stand out artists internationally 

include: Nicki Minaj, Billy Ocean, Foxy Brown, Heather 

Headley, Ralph Mac Donald, Phife Dawg from Tribe 

Called Quest, Richard Bailey from Osibisa, Hazel Scott, 

Trinidad James, Keith Diamond, Dexter Simmons, K-Os, 

Brownman Nick Ali, and Winnifred Atwell. Trail-blazing 
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local talents include: the Mighty Sparrow, Sundar Popo, 

Karma, Lord Kitchener, Machel Montano, Destra, 

Superblue, Brother Resistance, 3 Canal, David Rudder, 

Marionettes Chorale, The Lydians, Trinidad All Stars, 

Desperadoes, Exodus, Mungal Patasar, Len ‘Boogsie’ 

Sharpe, Clyde Bradley, Jit Samaroo, Adesh Samaroo, 

Ravi B, Roy Cape All Stars, Daisy Voisin, Lara Brothers, 

Andre Tanker, Clive Zanda, Orange Sky, and the Signal 

Hill Alumni Choir. 

Even if all things were equal Despite these musical offerings,  T&T’s  market size of 1.3 million 

will dictate that artistes must go beyond our local shores to earn a sustainable income. However 

despite the fact that thousands of songs are released annually locally by nationals- Notwithstanding the 

realities of geography and market size,- local music content has not saturated the T & T 

airwaves. Some may argue that given the ubiquitous nature of technology, increased wealth 

and disposal income, the increase in foreign consumption including cultural goods, is 

inevitable. This however would not explain the almost complete blanking of local content 

outside of Carnival season by most radio stations throughout time. Farrell (2010) has 

lamented that even with the increase in radio stations, television and cinematic outlets, we 

consume even more foreign content. 

The various local musical genres have had many new outlets to be heard since the 1960s. Yet 

still these outlets have resisted programming the content. Since the liberalization of the 

telecommunications industry, T&T has seen a significant expansion in the number of radio 

stations (currently 38). However, our national airwaves is are still dominated by foreign music, 

foreign television, foreign films and other foreign programming content. The burgeoning 

local film industry is encouraging and so too is the radio content, as is evident by the 

diminishing foreign royalty payments when compared to the increasing local royalty 

payments. However the reason for the diminishing ratio is not because of more local content 

being played- but because of the mercy of ASCAP not accepting more collection money, 

increased activities to collect delinquent payments, and by COTT bolstering income from 

other sources like live music. Figure 1 highlights a percentage comparison between the 

foreign and local royalty payments made for radio broadcast by the Copyright Organisation 

of Trinidad and Tobago (COTT) over the period 2011- 2014. The percentages are based on 

the works that were registered with COTT or its affiliates and are specific to radio broadcast. 
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While COTT's statistics are encouraging, broadcasters have argued that the paucity of local content 

on radio is due to a lack of support by advertisers for local content. However advertisers pass the 

buck back to the stations- so this reason may not hold water. This support is even more challenging 

needed in the face of new media and global connectivity through the Internet, which allows 

consumers to choose any genre of music they desire from around the world. Fortunately supplying 

competition for this foreign variety would not be difficult as local musicians produce music in most genres. 

Some areas of concern for the implementation of a quota system for local music voiced by critics 

include: 
 

 Concern: Viability of Radio Stations. Advertisers use platforms that appeal to their target 

markets. Audience choice/listenership will dictate the amount and type of local 

programming. Excessively high local content requirements, which are unrealistic and 
unachievable, can undermine the viability of broadcasters.  

 Answer: This concern is unwarranted as there are thousands of local songs being released 

in all formats currently. This also does not account for the back catalogue of tens of 
thousands of local songs in all genres. This still does not include the amount of musicians 

who do not currently record because of no outlets and who will once Local Content exists. 

 

 Concern: Limiting freedom of choice in the era of new media is challenging. Access 
to Internet radio, YouTube among others, issues of piracy and lack of enforcement of 

regulations necessitate a practical and realistic approach to a local content quota system. 
Answer: Whilst this is true, terrestrial radio still remains the primary source of most 
people’s listening playlist, taste pools, and still controls the hierarchy of popularity. At the 

same time there are a number of instruments that have been created internationally in Local 
Content regimes to deal with these challenges. 

 

 Concern: There is no positive correlation with local content quotas and the quality of 

local production. Quantity should not be at the expense of quality as this will have a 
negative impact on local and foreign consumption of our music.  

 Answer: Again this does not hold water as Local Content has increased quality everywhere 

locally and there are literally thousands of genius level local tracks and other excellent 

   

   

   

   

International Local 

Figure 1 Comparison of Percentage of Local and International 

 
2011-2014 
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material being produced in all genres currently- despite not having outlets. The creation of 
outlets and the resulting engagement with the market place will certainly raise the level all 
around as competition for spaces and audiences drive production. 

 

The realities of the present: 

1. Trinidad & Tobago has one of the oldest recording industries in the world- 104 years old- 5 

years older than Jazz 

2. There is a back catalogue of hundreds of thousands of songs of all types in the T&T 

discography 

3. Calypso is one of the 10 core musics of the world (Blues, Jazz, Pop, Rock, Hip Hop, Disco, 

Funk, Reggae, Calypso). From 1940-1956 America toyed with Calypso as its next pop 

music- after Jazz and before Pop. Hundreds of albums were recorded, many songs charted, 

and dozens of Calypso Movies were filmed. This culminated with Harry Belafonte’s 

‘Calypso’- the world’s first platinum album- pipping Elvis Presley to that honour. 

4. Soca is the backbeat of most of the 300 Trini-styled global carnivals 

5. Carnival brings in between $650 million - $1.3 billion to the local economy annually and 

generates massive profits for industries as far and wide as: beverage and food; hotels; 

toiletries; cloth; jersey importers and printers; sign companies; stage, light, and sound 

companies; taxis; telecommunication companies; media companies; tent and latrine 

suppliers; and truck companies. Carnival Music is responsible for the frenzy that inspires 

this consumption and economic activity. 

6. Chutney has spread to most Caribbean East Indian markets and has now started to enter East 

Indian markets outside of the core Caribbean demographic 

7. Trinidadian nationals have won more than 5 Grammy Awards- Billy Ocean, Heather 

Headley, Dexter Simmons, Ralph MacDonald- and hundreds of other international prizes 

and awards  

8. At Carnival time there are hundreds of Soca recordings and hundreds of Calypso recordings,  

9. Annually there are thousands of Chutney recordings 

10. There are thousands of recordings of music designated ‘other’. These recordings greatly 

outnumber Calypso, Soca, Chutney, and Parang recordings. These recordings are almost 

NEVER played locally. ACTT has collected thousands of non-Festival CDs- local rock, 

reggae, dancehall, world beat, jazz, fusion, and other musics. Its weekly radio programme 

Indigenous receives hundreds of new releases per month. 

11. There is enough Local Content for any type of playlist. This does not include the hundreds 

of other artists that will emerge once the possibility of airplay emerges. 

12. Local Content probably hovers between 10- 20% average. On the continuum there are 

stations who may have local content percentages as low as 2% and others who play 90% 

with a median of 10- 15% 

 

Over the years, there have been repeated appeals from stakeholders in the artistic community for the 

implementation of quotas for local content in the broadcast media. There have been 3 marches for 

Local Content in 2000, 2001, and 2003 with hundreds of artists and citizens participating. In 2000 

the then AG drafted Local Content into the then Telecommunication legislation but was instructed 

to withdraw it by Special Interests.  
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Benefits: 

Despite the local resistance to Quotas most countries in the world are trending towards and 

implementing Quotas to almost immediate benefits. Some benefits to be derived are: 
 

 Protection and promotion of national identity, domestic creativity, and preservation 

of cultural traditions: This serves to encourage local production and consumption not only 
in the creative industries. 

 
 Increase Local Music Production: The Music Council of Australia highlighted that radio 

quotas have given rise to a marked increase in local production. 

 Exposure for Performers and Composers: In Canada, quotas allow for increased 

exposure of Canadian musical performers, lyricists and composers to Canadian audiences. In 

turn, compliance with local content quotas by broadcasting outlets is utilized as a condition 
for an operating license. 

 

 Critical Mass of local audience equals economies of scale 

 

 Economic spin-off- more play means more audience means more gigs with more people 

meaning more sales of songs and merchandise 

 
 

There has been significant coverage in the local press in recent years about local content and the 

introduction of a quota system in order for local artistes to gain more airplay. No single document 

has been compiled to represent the collective policy ideas espoused by artistes, educators and policy- 

makers. This proposed local content policy for music seeks to address this previous deficiency and 

lay the foundation for wider consultation and become the basis for a National Creative Sector 

Position on Local Content Quotas. 

The National Carnival Commission (NCC) established a Working Group Local Content Committee 

(Music) on Wednesday 24th June 2015 to draft a policy framework for the introduction of a local 

content quota system for the music industry in T&T. The Committee was formed as a result of a 

specific request from the Trinbago Unified Calypsonians' Organisation (TUCO) and its submission 

of its Creative Industries Ten (10) Point Proposal (TUCO, 2015) to the NCC. TUCO is one of 

NCC's Special Interest Groups (SIGs) and is represented on NCC's Board. 

This initiative met an already in train consultative process conducted by the Artists’ Coalition of 

Trinidad and Tobago (ACTT) which was already drafting a Sector Position Paper alongside 

representatives from the board of the University of Trinidad and Tobago and many member groups 

including the Independent Media Producers Association of Trinidad and Tobago, the 

INDIGENOUS Movement, the National Chutney Foundation, the National Dance Association, 

and others. 

The Working Group Committee comprised of representatives from the following 

organisations/associations: 
 

 National Carnival Commission of Trinidad and Tobago (Chairperson) 
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 Ministry of Community Development, Culture and the Arts (Deputy Chairperson) 

 Artists’ Coalition of Trinidad and Tobago (ACTT) 

 Trinbago Unified Calypsonians’ Organisation (TUCO) 

 National Parang Association of Trinidad and Tobago (NPATT) 

 The Trinidad and Tobago Music Festival Association (TTMFA), 

 University of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT) 
 

Pan Trinbago, also one of NCC SIGs and Board Member and the National Chutney Foundation of 

Trinidad and Tobago (NCFTT) were also invited to have a representative serve on the Committee, 

but did not take up the offer. Collectively, these organizations represent a wide variety of musical 

genres and a mighty voice in the cultural landscape. The following depicts some of their ongoing 

accomplishments: 
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Increased Participation & Representation 

TUCO has 585 members, NPATT has 25 bands, 
UTT has over 60 new and returning students 
specializing in Music, and The Indigenous 
Movement (under ACTT) represents over 300 
artistes i.e. bands, solo artistes, spoken word poets 
and instrumentalists. 

 

 

 

Local Content Concerts, Shows & Competitions 

NPATT has approximately 12 concerts annually, 
and TUCO’s manages the Calypso Fiesta and over 
15 calypso tents annually. NCC's hosts the 
Dimanche Gras show and the re-enactment of the 
Camboulay Riots (a form of street theatre with local 
music). Pan Trinbago's Local and International 
Panorama Competitions and "Pan in De 
Countryside" Concerts. 

 
 

Regional and International Recognition 

T & T Soca artistes feature at most Caribbean, 
major North American and English Carnivals 
throughout the year. Bunji Garlin won the Best 
International Performance category award with his 
single "Differentlogy" in the 2013 Soul Train 
Awards. The song, Diffrentology has been featured 
on ABC network's Grey's Anatomy television 
series. Machel Montano won the same Soul Train 
Award Category in 2014. 

 

 

1.2 Limitation 
This proposed policy paper aims to be a foundation document that serves to focus the national 

conversation as it relates to local content in broadcast media. The Committee's remit was only for 

free to air radio broadcast and a wider stakeholder group would need to is addressing local television 

and cinema, particularly in light of a burgeoning national and regional film industry and recent 

discussions on the role of state media and the need to reduce our appetite for foreign goods in a 

period of declining oil and gas revenues. The two documents together will comprise the National 

Sector Position on Local Content. 
 

1.3 Structure 
This policy paper proposes that a local content quota system for music be implemented on our 

national radio stations. As such, this would help create an avenue for T & T musicians/artistes, 

regardless of their genre or style, to have a platform for their musical works to be showcased or 

aired. As a result, this quota system would encourage locals to be more readily accepting of their 
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own varied local musical works, encourage local musicians to produce more quality musical works, 

and give our musical stakeholders equal opportunities in the market place of T&T, and a springboard 

for abroad . 

The sections that follow, Sections 2 and 3 presents the Global and Regional Context, and the Local 

Context. A Definition of Local Content for Music is included in Section 3. Section 4 and 5 looks at 

The Nature of Quotas and The Regulating Agency & Monitoring Mechanism. The latter section, 

Section 5. addresses issues of penalties and development funding. These represent the final sections 

before the Conclusion. 

 
 

2.1 Global and Regional Context 
 

How local content is defined varies by country and industry, and maybe qualified based on the origin 

of a specific content/item. Local content can generally defined as output which is produced under 

the creative control of nationals of a country. A definition of local content for music in Trinidad 

and Tobago is defined in Section 3.1. 

Local content is increasingly being incorporated into regulatory frameworks, and is by no means 

limited to music. The oil and gas industry has featured in the global discourse on local content and 

the Global Local Content Summit, is now in its 13th year in 2016. This is significant observation, 

given that T & T is an oil and gas-based economy, and has been cited among country case-studies 

as it relates to local content in the oil and gas industry. The key discussant points and rationale 

espoused in the global support for more local content has been centered around capacity 

development, corporate social responsibility, and sustainable development. This includes: 

 

 Assisting local businesses to grow- maximizing opportunities for achieving higher levels of 
reliability and quality through local supplier proximity. 

 Employment and workforce development- new staff resources, ameliorating the growing 

global issues of the aging workforce and a gradual shrinking of the pool of skilled resources. 

 Local supplier development- maximizing opportunities for lower costs on some locally- 
procured goods and services in the longer term (IPIECA, 2011). 

 

There are comparable goals for local content whether it is the energy, manufacturing or music 

industry- preservation, capacity development and sustainable development are central themes. 

Quotas have been the preferred mechanism for enforcing local content in the broadcast media 

(television, film and radio) in international markets. Table 1 below provides a snap-shot of countries 

in different regions in the world that have implemented local content quotas for radio broadcast. 

Global local content quotas for radio broadcast range from 25% - 80%. 
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Table 1 Sample of Global Local Content Quotas for Radio Broadcast 
 

Country Nature of Quotas (Radio) 

Australia Music quota graduated based on genre, up to 
25% for free to air radio. 
Commercial television: 55% from 6:00 am to 
midnight; subscription providers 10%; public 

television has mandates written into their charter. 

The ABC Charter requires the broadcaster ‘to 

provide within Australia innovative and 
comprehensive broadcasting services of a high 

standard’ and:  

 {broadcast) programs that contribute to a 

sense of national identity and inform and 
entertain, and reflect the cultural diversity of, 

the Australian community;  

 and (broadcast) programs of an educational 

nature.  
Australian Broadcasting Corporation Act 1983, s 6 

Charter of the Corporation (1).  

 
Canada 35% of all radio music aired weekly must be 

Canadian. 

On French language radio stations, 65% of the 

popular vocal music selection broadcast weekly 

must be in the French language and at least 55% 

of the popular vocal music selection broadcast 

between 6am and 6pm, Monday to Friday, must 

be in the French language. 

Pay-per-services: 1 Canadian : 20 non- Canadian 

films, 1 Canadian : 7 non-Canadian events 

France 40% of all music played on national radio must 
be performed in the French language. with at 

least half of the material being from new artists 

or new productions. 60% European work on TV 

with 40% being French, Cinemas must reserve 5 

weeks per quarter for French films 

 
Latvia 40% of the music  selection of public    service 

radio broadcasting each month between 7am and 

10 pm must reflect Latvian cultural identity. 

Malaysia 60% of radio programming must be local. 

Nigeria 80% local music quota. 

http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2008C00174/Html/Text#param7
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2008C00174/Html/Text#param7
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Venezuela A minimum of 70% local music between     the 

hours of 07:00 and 23:00 for public/state-run 

stations. 

A minimum of 50% of the Venezuelan music 

must be music with a “Venezuela  tradition” and 

10% of international music broadcast must be 

written and produced by artists from other Latin 

American countries and the Caribbean. 

Zimbabwe 75% of all programs and music must be    local 

productions. 

 

 

Europe At the end of World War I most European 

nations implemented quotas to protect their 

cinemas from American products. At the end of 

World War II America attempted to turn this 

around as part of post-war treaties eg Blum-

Byrnes with France. However with GATT 

negotiations all this was overturned by Europe- 

UK, Norway, and Czechoslovakia pioneered 

the language equating ‘Quotas’ with 

‘Sovereignty’ that ALL of Europe adopted- 

basically outlawing ‘free-market rules’ and 

unrestricted American access for broadcast 

media 

Argentina 40% local content. Imposes costs on foreign 

films. 

Brazil Taxes foreign film and television programs. For 

‘open’ (free-to-air) television broadcasters, 

80% of programs must be local 

European Union 50% quota for European programming across 

all member states- interfacing with their 

national quota systems 

Korea  

 

Foreign popular music capped at 40% of all 

music broadcast. Terrestrial television: 

imported programmes limited to 20%. Cable 

television: foreign sports, science, and 

documentary programmes limited to 50%. All 

other kinds of foreign programming, including 

films, limited to 30%.Until 2006, it enforced a 

screen quota requiring cinemas to reserve 146 

days per year for Korean films. Cut to 73 days 

per year in response to pressure from the US 

during protracted free trade agreement 

negotiations.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
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Barbados 

 

Music 35%. After Trinidad marched for quotas 

in 2000 and drafted the argument Barbados 

realised the importance and passed elementary 

quotas which was able to sustain the Bajan 

Invasion for many other years and incubate 

many other bands. Rihanna was signed in the 

cultural climate that resulted after this act. 

South Africa In 1997- 20% of music broadcast from5 a.m. – 

11 p.m- Public television: at least 50% 

Subscription television: at least 5%. Radio: at 

least 20%- Revised in 2003 with overall quotas 

raised to 35% for commercial broadcasters; 

55% for public broadcasters; 8% for terrestrial 

subscription services; Specific quotas for 

genres- documentaries, dramas, educational 

programmes, etc. A points system was 

introduced to take account for local language 

and other issues. Repeats are penalised. 

Commercial radio quotas were increased from 

20- 25% 

 

Venezuela Content quota of at least 50% on television. 

50% of radio programming must be local. In 

the case of music, 50 percent of the Venezuelan 

produced material must be traditional 

Venezuelan songs. Annual distribution and 

exhibition quota for Venezuelan films 

Japan Local stations must broadcast at least 10% self-

produced programming. 10% of all 

programming screened by commercial channels 

must be education programs and a further 20 % 

must be dedicated to cultural programs. 

However 95% of all programming on terrestrial 

television is Japanese 

New Zealand  the exception that proves the rule. New Zealand 

is the only successful mainstream broadcast 

model that does not use Quotas- however there 

is a catch- New Zealand TV, film, and music 

product is considered ‘Local Content’ in the 

Australian market and thus gets preferential 

treatment in the continental market to its north. 

New Zealand signed away its rights to Quotas 

under a larger trade package with the US. To 

compensate for this mistake subsequent 

governments have poured billions into New 

Zealand’s film, TV, and music industry way 

beyond most other countries 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venezuela
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There is no CARICOM definition of local content. If "national" is substituted for "local" it would 

suggest that there would be no distinction between music from T& T and music from any other 

CARICOM country - both would have equal status, given the spirit of the Revised Treaty of 

Chaguaramas. This is a CSME trade issue that will have to be fleshed out during the consultation 

and development of the local content policy for music in T & T. Our Committee is suggesting a 

Best Practice approach that there be a minimum 40% Trinbagonian and 10% Caribbean Quota 

as a formula that can be used across the CSME. 

 

3.1 Local Context 
 

The issue of local content in the services sector has gained significant traction in recent years with 

the establishment of the Trinidad and Tobago Local Content Chamber in 2010. The Chamber held 

its first Local Content Summit in November, 2014. 

The objective of the Trinidad and Tobago Local Content Chamber is "To design, build and operate 

a local institution (The Local Content Chamber) that is dedicated exclusively to the development of 

local competence and supporting the needs and aspirations of T&T nationals in the entire spectrum 

of the Service Sector...." To achieve its objective the Chamber, inter alia promotes local companies 

and services; develops local capabilities; enhances local ownership and control; deepens and 

supports local value capture, by supporting initiatives which enable locals to participating along the 

entire energy value chain; and build public awareness of and support for local content. 

The Chamber's membership seeks to include: 

 
 Local service companies 

 Local independent oil and gas E&P companies 

 Local mid-stream and downstream operators 

 Local Finance companies 

 Local insurance and brokerages firms 

 Local entrepreneurs 

 Local manufacturers 

 Local ICT Companies 

 Local Engineering & Construction  Companies 

 Other Local Service Companies that are desirous of building capacity and competence to 
compete effectively both in Trinidad and Tobago and external to our shores. 

 

The creative industries, particularly music has not subsequently featured significantly in the Local 
Content Chamber's discourse but has had through representation from the Artists' Coalition of 

Trinidad and Tobago who co-hosted the Summit and presented one of the feature presentations. 

Three standing Ministers at the time professed support for the Content demands of the Creative 
Sector- Ministers of Art, Tertiary Education, and Public Administration.  

 

Parallel to this initiative, the Manufacturers Association held a National Local Content Committee 
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with the Chamber of Commerce, the Energy Chamber, the JCC, ACTT, the Local Content 
Chamber, and themselves. The goal of the Committee was to develop a National Local Content 

Policy. ACTT resumed consulting on the Creative Sector Position in response to this undertaking. 

 

The constructive dialogue taking place globally and locally augurs well for the local content thrust in 

all sectors and support for a quota system for local music. 

 

 
 

3.2 Arriving at a Definition of Local Content for Music 
Defining what constitutes local content for music is the precursor to measuring its airplay and 

establishing a practical quota system based on local capacity and output. The Canadian definition of 

local content is often cited as a model for defining local content. The Canada Radio-Television and 

Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) uses the MAPL System: Music, Artist, Performance and 

Lyrics to define songs as Canadian.  

To qualify as Canadian content a musical selection must generally fulfill at least two of the 

following conditions: 

 M (music) — the music is composed entirely by a Canadian 

 A (artist) — the music is, or the lyrics are, performed principally by a Canadian 

 P (performance) — the musical selection consists of a performance that is:  

o Recorded wholly in Canada, or 

o Performed wholly in Canada and broadcast live in Canada. 

 L (lyrics) — the lyrics are written entirely by a Canadian[9] 

There are four special cases where a musical selection may qualify as Canadian content: 

 The musical selection was recorded before January 1972 and meets one, rather than two, of 

the above conditions. 

 It is an instrumental performance of a musical composition written or composed by a 

Canadian. 

 It is a performance of a musical composition that a Canadian has composed for instruments 

only. 

 The musical selection was performed live or recorded after September 1, 1991, and, in 

addition to meeting the criterion for either artist or production, a Canadian who has 

collaborated with a non-Canadian receives at least half of the credit for both music and 

lyrics. 

 

The Ministry with responsibility for Culture in Trinidad and Tobago proffers a definition of local 

content that is not limited to music, but builds on the Canadian model. Local content is defined as: 
 

 Any material that is fit for public broadcast that is made by nationals of Trinidad and 

Tobago 

 Any material that is fit for public broadcast that is either made about Trinidad and Tobago 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_content#cite_note-9
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or is based on any of its artistic and cultural practices and heritage, whether or not the 

individuals or agencies who created the production are nationals of Trinidad and Tobago 

 
Some groups flag the phrase ‘fit for broadcast as leaving too much room for mischief by those 

resistant to Quotas. 

 
The definition of local content is further qualified for video, audio and visual productions to include: 

 

 Language: use of language, narration and text that is considered local dialects, creole 

languages with local accents and native figure of speech, slangs etc. 

 Environment: reflect a local setting, situation and/or based on location with Trinidad and 

Tobago in any time period 

 Cultural Practices: depict local cultural activities- traditional practices, customs, festivals, 

events, folklore, pastimes and habits that are typical of Trinidad and Tobago 

 Thematic Concepts and Topics: local writer, producer, artist who gives his/her 

interpretation of historical, social, political and economic issues peculiar to Trinidad and 

Tobago 

 Representative People: main character and people portrayed in the production reflect local 
attitudes, behaviour, beliefs and appearance considered native to Trinidad and Tobago 
(Ministry of the Arts and Multiculturalism, 2013). 

 
 

The definition of local content encapsulates all genres of locally produced music - indigenous 

(calypso, soca, parang, chutney, pichakaree, rapso and folk) and non-indigenous ( reggae, rap, rock, 

jazz, gospel, pop, R & B etc). The steelpan, as a musical instrument, accommodates all genres of 

music, but is often regionally and internationally associated with calypso/soca music- the genre of 

music associated with the instrument's birthplace. 

Initiatives of the Artists' Coalition of Trinidad and Tobago and its Indigenous Movement 

programme that commenced in 2011, demonstrate there is no shortage of non-soca, non-chutney 

and non-festival music available for airplay. Local music content can be supported on T &T's radio 

airwaves beyond the Christmas to Carnival period and the heterogeneity that exists within the local 

music market, provides significant opportunities for choice and freedom of expression.  

The success of the local Gospel Stations (ISAAC 98.1FM and 107.1FM) and Chutney Stations 

like Sangeet 106.1FM who declared their support for Local Content on their stations is seminal. 

Both forms- local Gospel in all genres (Jamoo, rock-Gospel, reggae-Gospel, Soca-Gospel, 

traditional-Gospel) and Chutney are experiencing a musical and economic Renaissance due to 

these decisions by these stations. Dozens of new artists have emerged, the quality of musicianship 

and production has skyrocketed, live concerts and gigs by artists have multiplied exponentially 

along with their charging fees, many artists have also been able to engage international touring 

careers based on the economies unleashed by this simple act. 
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There is a direct correlation between the success of these local musical forms and the policy of 

Local Content taken by their committed stations. 

 

THE SECTOR DEFINITION OF LOCAL CONTENT: 

To qualify as Trinidad and Tobago content a musical selection must generally fulfill at least two of 

the following conditions:  

(A Trinbagonian is defined as a person who has a T&T ID card and/or passport; someone who was 

born in T&T; a second generation immigrant living outside of T&T with a least one parent being a 

national) 

 M (music) — the music is composed entirely by a Trinbagonian 

 A (artist) — the music is, or the lyrics are, performed principally by a Trinbagonian 

 P (performance) — the musical selection consists of a performance that is:  

o Recorded wholly in Trinbago, or 

o Performed wholly in Trinbago and broadcast live in Trinbago. 

 L (lyrics) — the lyrics are written entirely by a Trinbagonian 

There are four special cases where a musical selection may qualify as Trinbagonian content: 

 It is an instrumental performance of a musical composition written or composed by a 

Trinbagonian. 

 It is a performance of a musical composition that a Trinbagonian has composed for 

instruments only. 

 A Trinbagonian who has collaborated with a non- Trinbagonian receives at least half of the 

credit for both music and lyrics. 

 

 
 

4.1 The Nature of Quotas 
 

The development of national quotas for local music content has to ensure that local music is not 

relegated to the graveyard shift and as such, the quantity must be moderated by stipulations for 

prime time (or drive time as it relates to radio). This is not an uncommon concept internationally as 

Table 1 Sample of Global Local Content Quotas for Radio Broadcast demonstrates. 

 

 
4.2 Quotas for Trinidad and Tobago 
Broadcast quotas for radio shall be legislated and accompanied by the necessary 

regulations/guidelines for an operating license. A minimum 50% quota in the schedule for private 

and public radio broadcast. 40% being local (Trinidad and Tobago) and 10% being Caribbean as 

follows: 
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 Prime time radio Monday to Friday: 5:00am to 10:00am & 2:00pm– 6:00pm. 

 
 

 Prime time radio Saturday & Sunday: 6:00am – 6:00pm. 

 

 During the month before Carnival at least one traditional Calypso be played every hour 

during prime time 

 

 During the month of December at least one local Christmas Song be played every hour 
 

 This quota shall be a qualifying condition of the broadcast license based on music aired and 

does not include "talk" programmes.  

 The quota shall be per radio frequency and not per company/media house. 

 Quotas are calculated on a daily basis 

Some jurisdictions (e.g. Australia) also apply quotas for new music, defined as music released within 

the last 12 months. It is anticipated that this may not be a major challenges for T & T given the 

volume of new releases, particularly in indigenous music, each year. 

 
 

4.3 A Cautionary Note on Quotas 

Using music played during the Carnival season as an example, there are often complaints that a few 

new "hits" and a few popular artists, who have ties with local disc jockeys, get airplay. This is 

attached to rumours of massive payola whereby DJs charge artists to play music and/or monies are 

offered by musicians and promoters. Payola is an international problem. This in itself kills local 

music production. Complaints about airplay for a select few also extends to countries where there 

are quotas, where there may be a "tendency for broadcasters to heavily weigh the broadcast of a 

relatively few number of well-known artists and a fewer number of their songs in order to satisfy 

both the quota requirements and to positively address the need to respond to the needs and 

expectations of the broadcaster’s listeners and to satisfy the advertisers, the broadcaster’s bread and 

butter" (CTRC, 2012). Songs and artistes played would have to be monitored over time to inform 

policy changes and/or new initiatives. 

 
 

5.1 The Regulating Agency and Monitoring Mechanism 
 

The Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad and Tobago (TATT) was established in 2004 and is 

responsible for regulating both the telecommunications and broadcasting sectors. The TATT is 
regulated by the Telecommunications Act Chap. 47:31 (“the Act”). 

 

The Act requires that the TATT regulates the provision of broadcasting services in a manner that is 

consistent with Section 4 (Declaration of Rights and Freedoms) and Section 5 (Protection of Rights 

and Freedoms) of the Constitution of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. The Act also mandates 

that the “TATT guides the development of the broadcasting sector in a manner that is intended to 

safeguard, enrich and strengthen the national, social, cultural and economic well-being of the society.” 
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It is emphasized that TATT has role to play to enrich the cultural and economic well-being of T & T 

and the use of a quota system for radio broadcast will help to fulfill this objective. Broadcasting 

legislation in the form of quotas for radio broadcast can be used to protect cultural independence- 

the protection of cultural interests connects to economic interest. In similar institutions in Europe 

there is strong language that telecommunication institutions are there to protect the ‘sovereignty’ 

of the country through the commitment to Local Content. 

 
Given the TATT's current remit, it shall have the responsibility for the monitoring and enforcing an 

approved quota system. Media monitoring software will be central to ensuring that there is accurate 

and reliable data to ensure compliance by local radio broadcasters. There should be quarterly 

published reports for all radio frequencies and reasonably time specified to bring radio stations into 

compliance. In the case of a monitoring body we are suggesting a multi-sector committee which 

has oversight on the monitoring to ensure that it is done with efficiency and transparently and that 

penalties are applied and incentives are disbursed swiftly and accordingly. 

 
5.2 Penalties and Rewards 
While the TATT will have the ultimate responsibility for defining the conditions of a broadcast 

license, it is proposed that once such condition for a license to operate and continued operation 

would be adherence to the proposed quota system for radio broadcast, in the first instance. A 

combination of regulatory tools are proposed: 

a. Rules plus penalties: Adherence to scheduling requirements and a sliding scale of penalties 

based on percentage of local content. For example: 

 

 0-24% Local content target met during scheduled periods- Penalty Fee 5 % gross adverting 

revenue 

 25-49% Local content target met during scheduled periods- Penalty Fee 3 % gross adverting 
revenue 

 

b. Incentives for Targets: tax reliefs designed to encourage local production, investment in 

infrastructure or content. For example: 
 

 50%-100 % Local content target met during schedule periods- 10% Tax Rebate 
 

c. Structural alignment for Development: Funding of particular content to support desired 

behavior- for example by funding initiatives to boost specific type of content, by genre or to 

encourage youth development in specific areas related to music production. Market research should 

dictate the specific interventions or projects. 

 

5.3 Uses of Penalty Monies & Other Funds 

One industry practice has seen the use 1% of annual profits and other contribution by broadcasters 

to go into a specific fund to build the industry- labels, production, export etc. We are suggesting the 

adoption of this.  
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It is proposed that in addition to penalty funds, broadcasters who are in compliance receive a 5 % 

discount on their license fee. This 5% will go into a Music Industry Development Fund. 

A specific Funding Committee shall be established to oversee fund allocations and disbursements. 

The Funding Committee shall be independent of TATT. The Fund Committee may fall under the 

Ministry responsible for Culture or the Ministry with responsibility for the Creative Industries and 

must have representatives from the various representative organisations concerned with the 

industry. 

 
 

6.0 Conclusion 
 

Managing Work in the Local the creative is industries is a challenge, not for the scarcity of ideas 

and talent but for the absence of the Enabling Environment which other countries have put in place 

since the 1920s. Enabling systems of policy, legislation, and institutions are also a challenge not 

because of any innate deficiency in them, but because of the need for the political will, 

steadfastness and ability to enforce laws.  

If local content quotas for music in T& T is to be effective it must also be backed by mechanisms to 

deal with piracy and enforcement of Copyright Laws. The Intellectual Property regime in the 

country will also have to be strengthened by the facilitation of the creation of Rights Collection 

and oversight agencies that do not yet exist- for example the creation of an official Neighboring 

Rights Organization, protocols for online and streaming, etc 

There should also be parallel support in the education system from primary to tertiary level to 

foster appreciation and promote the development of local music. Local content has to be 

mainstreamed into economic development- not for music, broadcast media or the oil and gas 

industries only, but across the board to enhance the T & T's sustainability. It is proposed that the 

quota system for music is the low-hanging fruit on the a creative industry tree and that the role of 

out of quota system for should be rolled out in conjunction with that for the film and free to air 

television industry will follow. Local  Content in the Broadcast Industries in Trinidad and Tobago 

can lead the Diversification thrust of the nation.
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